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The Policy

The reactions

¾ Medavie EMS implemented a policy for its staff that
restricted paramedics from drive no more than 10 km
over the speed limit during an emergency call except
when in four lane 100 series highways were they were
permitted to exceed the speed limit by 20 km/h over the
posted speed limit
limit.
¾ One of the main reasons that the policy was
implemented was that the evidence showed responding
to emergencies with higher speeds meant greater risk,
and the time saved was not worth the risk to the staff,
patients, and public.
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The Arbitration Decision

The Arbitration Decision
“We accept that paramedics are highly motivated, highly skilled and
'highly
professional workers, and that they have a real interest in doing
their job to the highest standards. However, this policy change was
not imposed to "benefit" the Employer, (except to diminish the
possibility of accidents and the consequential liability and other
costs), or to somehow restrict the rights of the affected workers.

Solution?
 Better Communication to stakeholders, staff and members
of the public
 Education on the risks of vehicle safety
 System Solutions not just policies
 Time – remember when this was normal?

The Employer has determined, legitimately in our view, that the two
(2) percent of patients will not be significantly affected by the
change, and that the change will improve the safety of all
concerned. While ambulance operators have lost the discretion to
drive at whatever speed they deem appropriate in the
circumstances, when considering the risk of injury to themselves,
the clients as well as the public, the balance, in our view, weighs in
favor of the policy being found to be reasonable”
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